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PLAY AGAIN TONIGHT
Mr. Curran And Cast Highly
Praised By Reviewer For
Opening Night's Offering
By Joseph W. McCarthy, '38
When your correspondent felt
his way down the aisle and into
a second row seat in the Majestic
Theatre Wednesday night to watch
the Boston College Dramatic Society's ambitious undertaking of
Sidney Howard's "Yellow Jack",
he had no idea that he was going
to wind up writing a hurried review of the play the next day, but
in the helter and skelter of getting out a Height's, that is the
way some things are done.
The gentleman who was originally asigned to cover the production took it into his head to
attend the Friday evening performance, completely forgetting
that his ideas were supposed to be
in the hands of the student body
Friday morning.. So here I am,
acting the part of the news editor's
good natured "fall guy" and trying to sound like Richard Watts
when I ought to be out reporting
for the first meeting of the polo
team.
Scores A Big Success
To get down to the business,
though, I honestly believe that
"Yellow Jack" is the best play I
have seen since "Ah Wilderness!"
and certainly the best performance
by a group of Boston College actors in several years. This may
seem to be slightly exaggerated
praise?the usual college paper's
version of the college play?but
I don't mean it that way. I have
been sold on Sidney Howard as a
dramatist since he wrote "The Silver Chord," and I knew what to
expect because I read the favorable reviews when Guthrie McClintic, Katherine Cornell's husband, produced "Yellow Jack" on
Broadway two years ago.
The play, with its departure
from conventional stage effects
and its experimental technique,
was a difficult task for amateurs
to handle and there were others
in the audience beside myself who
frankly expected them to bungle
it. Instead the cast gave a polished and moving performance.
The timing and general pace of
the action was admirably suited
to swift and continuous succession
of scenes. The only flaws that
could be discovered were minor
considerations?some inexperience
in certain parts and perhaps some
overcasting in others. Little things
like that.
Moderator Wins Praise
Mr. Joseph P. Curran, S.J., deserves all kind of credit for his
mature and painstaking direction
which gave the play a remarkably
professional tone, but in the meek
opinion of this bystander he is
worthy of even a greater reward
for his selection of a cast. From
(Continued on Page 2)
"Yellow Jack"

Take Decision
Of 3 Judges In
The Discussion
On Militarism

*

Freshman Plan CROSS DEBATERS
A Yule Social FACE MARQUETTE
The Class of 1940 will sponsor
its first social affair in the form
of a Christmas Party, Friday evening, December 18, in the Senior
Assembly Hall in the Tower Building. The date marks the beginning
of the Christmas recess and the
Freshmen are looking forward to
a pleasant evening after shunting
their scholastic worries to the
background temporarily.
Members of the first-year class
are reminded to make reservations
early as there is only a limited
number of tickets on sale. The subscription is $1 per couple and a
well-known dance orchestra, to be
announced next week, has been
engaged.
Charles F. Mclsaac is chairman
of the evening assisted by James
E. Sullivan, James M. Kean, Walter J. Cullen, John J. Mulligan and
Robert W. Magwood.

The Marquette Debating Society
will debate the Philomathic Debating Society of Holy Cross College in the Hotel Statler, Monday
evening, under the auspices of the
Massachusetts Catholic Order of
Foresters. The subject of the debate will be "Resolved, that the
present school committee system
is unsatisfactory."
Representing Boston College will
be John F. X. Gaquin, '39, president of the Marquette, George V.
Devlin, '39 and Henry F. Lyons,
'39. They will defend the negative.
The Holy Cross speakers for the
affirmative will be John J. Daunt,
'39, William E. Schultz, '39, and
Frank A. Mullin, '40. Schultz is
a brother of Paul Schultz, prominent Fulton debater.

Maintaining Peace
AWARD UNANIMOUS

CAPT. DINATALE

Tony Di Natale
Wins Captaincy
Of Eagle Eleven

Donelan And Keary Give A
Hard Battle, But Fail To
Convince Three Jurists

Denouncing peaceful militarism
as an unsatisfactory preventive
against war, the invading team of
English debaters last night gained
the unanimous decision of the judges over the Fulton Debating SoClimaxing a brilliant season, ciety of Boston College before a
Anthony J. DiNatale, varsity quar- large audience in the Library Auditerback, was unanimously elected torium.
to captain the 1937 Boston ColThe British representatives delege football team last Friday. Di- fended the negative of the quesNatale prepared for Boston Col- tion, "Resolved, that this House
lege at Belmont High where he prefers peaceful militarism to miliparticipated in football, hockey and tant pacificism."
Asher Sheinfield, graduate of
track.
the Universities of Wales and BirAbility Is Recognized
mingham, expressed the belief
A year ago, the coaches recog- that no
nation is capable of being
nized in the Belmont youth the
judge and jury in its own case,
qualities which would one day
that it can not arm itself
still
make him a Boston College foot- keep out war. "If you
are preball "great." His first big chance
pared to use force under a policy
came in the Michigan State enof peaceful militarism," he decounter of last year, when the clared, "no matter how peaceful
powerful Spartan horde was pick- you
think you are, sooner or later
ed to wipe up the field with our you will find yourself taking adEagles. Tony played a large part vantage of that force
and using it."
in that glorious victory with his
Calls All War Unjust
marvelous punting.
Arguing that no war can be a
Those well-placed spirals kept
just war because of its very nature,
the East-Lansingers back on their
G. R. Young, of the London School
heels throughout the game. In the
of Economics, climaxed his arguremaining games of last year "Di"
ments with the opinion that "men
acquitted himself creditably and
have always had wars because they
was immediatelyplaced in the first
have always had arms."
string quarterbacks position when
Presiding at the debate was
Gil Dobie arrived to take charge
Paul A. Dever, Attorney General
at spring practice, a position which
of Massachusetts, and the judges
he has held ever since.
were Judge George C. Sweeney, of
Cross Game Notable
the United States District Court,
This fall, his outstanding per- Judge Wilford D. Gray, Associate
formance was in the traditional Justice of the Massachusetts Suencounter with Holy Cross, when, perior Court and Judge John M.
under inspired leadership, the team Gibbs, Associate Justice of the
spotted its opponent two touch- Massachusetts Superior Court.
downs only to come roaring
In his main speech, John F.
through the last two periods to Donelan '37, first speaker for the
win by one point, Tony's point, affirmative pointed out that arms
which he added by placement after are a legitimate and necessary
the first touchdown.
means of preserving peace because
In previous games Tony had let peaceful militarism is a policy
the other backs carry the ball al- which sanctions the use of arms
most entirely, but in the Cross for preserving peace. He declared,
game he proved himself as adept "Arms, strengthening the authorat lugging the pigskin as the rest ity of governments can be an inof them. In fact he was the lead- centive to arbitration?an incening ground-gainer on either team. tive to peace."
His devastating line plunges were
Robert E. Keary, '37, concluding
largely responsible for advancing the case for the Fulton maintained
the ball to within scoring distance that arms are not a cause but a
in the instances of both touch- means of war and that men should
downs.
strive to abolish the cause of war
Off the football field, Tony is a not the means. He further pointed
quiet, unassuming fellow, who out that it would be extremely
stands high in his studies, is a foolish to attempt to abolish arms.
better than average hockey play- In closing his speech, Keary said,
er, can shoot a mean game of golf, "Militant pacifism is prematurely
and can deliver a very presentable doomed because it wages war with
after-dinner address. He is certain man's nature."
to be an exceptionally fine leader
At the conclusion of the debate,
and it will surely be a credit to the debaters and judges were the
Boston College athletics to have guests of the Junior Philomatheia
such a football captain as Anthony at a reception and tea party held
DiNatale.
at the Chalet.
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THE ENGLISH DEBATE
evening, two representatives of English Universities came
to Chestnut Hill to debate with
two members of the Fulton De: Last

bating Society of Boston College.
Upon the surface, these debates
may appear to be only contests of
two different systems of oratorical
appeal, with tne subject matter
and the debaters only of secondary
consideration. But much more lies
beneath the surface than these
casual reactions of the average debate-goer.

When men of different nations
meet upon the platform to engage
in friendly discussion, it is fair to
say that a spirit of friendship is
being engendered in the participants themselves, and in the respective ideals and standards of
each. And not Boston College
alone, but the American government can well afford to make
friends of our neighbors across the
sea. The crisis through which the
nations of the world are currently
passing is one that will call for a
diplomatic and subtle solution.
Here is no question of brute
strength and the survival of the
fittest. These issues of international scope should be handled
rationally and reasonably, and the
approach to such is best brought
about by mutual confidence and respect.
Some may fail to see the relation between the Fulton-English
debate and the current international situation, but the fact remains that England and America
are members of international society, that the debaters are citizens of each nation, and that without citizens there would be no international society.
True, only a small aspect of
these great questions is discussed
in this debate, but there is set an
example to greater interests, of
what can be accomplished by reasonable atactics- The Fulton Debating Society and the English
Debating Council are on excellent
terms, as a result of a friendly,
sensible meeting-ground which has
afforded equal opportunity for
each to air their differences of
opinion, and to put forth their
theories.
We hope there will be more English debates here on Chestnut Hill.
We wish the nations of the world
would attempt to approach the
question of peace along the pattern of these debates and eliminate the treachery, jealousy, bribery and coercion that has been
the order of the day at peace
meetings. It can be done.

College men are seldom asked to
donate to charity and as a result
take the attitude of indifference toward it. Here at Boston College we
are given an opportunity to contribute our little weekly offering to
the Jesuit Missions. We appreciate
the fact that our slight donation
helps some missionary in Jamaica
to carry on the work of God and
thus we find ourselves in sympathy
with them in their attempt to
overcome tremendous obstacles.
Once again at Christmas time
we are called upon to donate any
clothes for which we have no further use. This is another good
cause and we should enter into it
with as much enthusiasm as we do
in our other charity. It gives us a
chance to help our less fortunate
brothers, who at this time of year
make their appeal to us. For the
small sacrifice that it requires the
comforting thoughts that we are
making someone happy at this
season repays us immeasurably.
Start now collecting these clothes
both at home and from your
friends, for they will be glad to
help, and bring them in a bundle
to the college where those in
charge can readily dispose of them.
We hope that this campaign will
meet with the same success as the
one carried on last year when two
tons of clothing were received.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
We were more than mildly disturbed to read recently in the New
York University "Commercial Bulletin" an editorial which bemoaned
the absence of freedom of press in
a majority of college newspapers.
"Undergraduates," it read, "do
not know that out-and-out censorship exists on many a campus.
Student papers from Duquesne
University, Illinois Wesleyan College, Fordham University, Manhattan College, Immaculate College, Long Island University, to
mention a few are constantly under
administrative supervision."
"We do not mean," the Bulletin
continued, "to insinuate that freedom of the press should not be
fought for. It should be. But as to
the existence of freedom of the
press? It's a laugh."
Now our good friends from
N.Y.U. might well have included
the Boston College "Heights" with
the above group of institutions
where the student journalists are.
shackled with the chains of faculty
censorship. Frankly, we would
have been flattered had they done
so.
We work under censorship here
at Boston College, we will admit,
but we, too, cherish dearly freedom of the press and regard it as
a sacred privilege of our American
liberty, to be guarded as painstakingly as a precious jewel. The fact
that there are censors at work on
University Heights does not necessarily signify that we are being
deprived of that liberty.
If the Bulletin means by freedom
of press, the right of young and
easily exciteable minds to publish
whatever suits their fancies, whatever radical notions they might
conceive on the impulse of the moment and regret two days later,
all without fear of sanctions from
their superiors, then we must disagre with our New York contemporaries. We would remind them
that there is a boundary to the
right of freedom of the press which
can not be trespassed any more
than an American citizen, enjoying the full privilege of free speech,
can decry to the world the ill doings of his neighbor.
As the official organ of the college, the Heights, as most college
newspapers, carries the prestige of
an honorable institution. Its editorial column and its news columns
both reflect the culture of the college and must therefore be safeguarded against any and all elements which might be alien to our
sacred traditions.
Victor E. Albright, Wisconsin
banker, donated $5,000 to West
Virginia university to establish a
scholarship fund to help finance
one graduate of a Preston county
high school through the university
each year.

In Memoriam

TABLOID
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(Continued from page 1)

By George McDonough

FATHER GILLERAN

Since George McDonough is ill
at his Dorchester home, this column is being written by a gnome
who parts his hair in the middle
and wears white linen knickers to
University Heights every morning
in the college year . . . He is not
very well known among the rank
and file of the student body because he spends most of his time
inside a quiet test tube in the
chemistry laboratory, sleeping and
studying, or eating cream cheese
sandwiches on dark rye bread.
_T?

The Heights is pleased to
reprint the following excerpt
from an editorial tribute to
the late Rev. Leo J. Gilleran,
S.J., published in the Holy
Cross "TOMAHAWK" of last
week. Father Gilleran was a
Holy Cross Alumnus and former member of the faculty
there.
"One of the chief interests of his
life was music. It was very characteristic that probably his last
undertaking was the display of
harmony
and good fellowship
which signalized the joint performance of the rival bands last Saturday during the halves of the
Boston College-Holy Cross annual
gridiron classic."
"The true artist, the man whose
whole life has been devoted to the
expression of the beautiful, which
finds its ultimate source in the
God of Beauty and Truth, knows
not the fear of death. Be he poet,
painter or musician he has sought
one goal, Beauty, under its varied
modes of experience. In making
music one of his chief interests,
Father Gilleran was akin to such
an artist. As a priest, he kept
the strains of that eternal angelic
chorus, 'Gloria in excelsis Deo,'
ever ringing in his heart."

Parents Invited
To Attend Concert

The Italian Academy entertained
at a spaghetti dinner in the cafeteria Monday evening, but the
Irish students at the tables outnumbered the Italian boys two to
one . .
Following the fiesta, the
Braemore Club initiated several
new members in ceremonies which
began at Cleveland Circle and continued into the city in the general
direction of the Normandie
One of the conditions imposed upon the novices was the wearing of
red silk bow ties, .which explains
the reason for Mike Frasca and
his friends' choice of neckwear
Phil
during the last few days
Harrigan told Joe Murray that his
high-pitched laugh sounded like
Karloff. "Karloff?" muttered Joe,
"You know,"
"Who's Karloff?"
Phil said, "Boris Karloff." I can't
seem to place him?" Murray
mused, "What class is he in?"
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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No letters or telegrams yet from
Red Duane, who could not stand
the idea of facing another Newton
winter and packed up and went to
Florida last week
We hope
that the 1936 Christmas Bundle
Campaign will prove as successful as the one last year, and there
is no reason why it shouldn't. The
Boston Post would appreciate it
very much if some of the students
would come down to 110 Federal
Street and help them out with their
Christmas bundle wrapping
. .
You can come and go whenever
you feel like it at any time Saturday or Sunday . . and there will
be a good representation from
other local colleges also helping in
the work, to provide pleasant conversation and company . .
You
can't tell what nice friendships
may be established.
.

.

.

.

.

Parents of all the students of
the College have been invited to a
Concert of Christmas Carols to be
given by the Boston College Glee
Club next Friday afternoon in the
Senior Assembly at which occasion they will be addressed by Mrs.
Vincent P. Roberts, President of
the Philomatheia Club, as a part
of the membership drive of that
organization.
The parents of the students have
been invited to attend the concert
by the Rev. Joseph R. N. Maxwell, S.J., Dean of the College, in
letters sent out this week.
A college committee to be formed by the Student Activities Council will aid in the success of the
affair by urging all students to see
that their parents and relatives,
particularly mothers and others
who might be eligible for membership in the Philomatheia, be present.
The Christmas Concert, which
includes most of the famous music
of the Sacred Season and a number
of other attractive pieces, is an
annual presentation of the Glee
Club and its traditional successes
have made it one of the highlights
of the Musical Clubs' productions.
The Philomatheia Club is an organization of women devoted to
Boston College, which has for the
past twenty-one years done more
than any other group to help the
college and its students.
Numerous
scholarships have
been made available for indigent
and worthy students, the college
and student body have received
many gifts, and only recently the
Club presented to the College the
nearby Simpson Estate to be used
for a museum of Anthropology.

.

T
DiNatale has a young
brother who also promises to become a capable football player .
"Yellow Jack" is by far the best
play the Dramatic Society has proStan
duced in recent years
Driscoll, Frank Sullivan and Paul
Schultz did especially well Wednesday night despite the wailing
siren out on Tremont Street which
did its darndest to gum things up
during the first act, and Paul McCauley's careless and effective
poise is a type of acting that Boston College dramatics have been
John Galneeding a long time
vin met the visiting Englishmen
and showed them the town last
night before the Fulton debate.
Tony

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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probably will be little
studying done by many next week,
what with speeches and impromptu presentations of Christmas gifts
to professors, and various social
gatherings which will end Friday
with the Glee Club's Carol concerts in the afternoon and the
Freshman dance in the evening
.
Somerville students will attend
a dance in that city tonight which
is being arranged by Tom Murphy
and Frank Shaughnessey . . Penn
State may play football at Alumni
Field next fall . . . Coaches Dobie
and Murdock are getting along
splendidly, according to the latest
. Mai Burns has not
report
heard the last of his Holy Cross
game celebration yet.
There

.

.

.

.

Stanley Driscoll as the weary and
anxious Dr. Walter Reed and Lawrence Mullin as the hot-headed
scientist lazar right down to the
disgruntled Communist role of
buck private enacted by Thomas
Francis Sullivan and the stolid
Martin, every player seemed to be
almost naturally fitted for his role.
Paul McCauley turned in a deft
and artistic performance as James
Carroll, Reed's assistant on the
Yellow Fever Commission. He gave
the part of the careless and youthful martyr to science an assured
interpretation which brought the
humanity of the character out in
bold outline. McCauley's sensible
acting was refreshing because he
resorted to none of the "heavy"
theatrics that an ordinary college
player would have used under similar circumstances.
Schultz Scores In Role
As the Cuban scientist, Agramonte, the most exacting role in
the play, Paul Schultz also remained in the mind of the audience long after the final curtain
went down and the house lights
were turned on. His outstanding
performance was no better than
that of Driscoll, who squeezed his
part dry and gave Howard's fines
all of their desired effect, or Mullin's tense rendition of the heroic
Lazear character.
Contributing their own definite
share to the success of the production were Edward Rooney as
Blake, a special orderly, James
Dunn as Colonel Tory of the Marine Hospital corps, Thomas Duffey as Major Gorgas, Frederick
Gargone as Dr. Roger Ames, Francis Ryan as Dr. Carlos Finlay, and
John McLaughlin as Private William Dean. They had their parts
mastered and spoke their lines
with a touch of the professional,
or, at least, with an er'icacy far
more pronounced than that of the
general run of college thespians.
Francis E. Sullivan, as the stubborn Private Bush, impressed the
audience with his excellent diction.
Others Play Creditable
Other members of the cast who
turned in creditable performances
were Joseph Shannon, John Galway, Paul Greeley, Francis Donovan, John Herlihy, Sherman Rogan, William Biogness, James Kenney, Paul Sullivan, Kevin Sullivan, Thomas Martin, James Droney, John Driscoll, John Dromey,
John Pendergast, Bernard Finan,
John Coffey, Thomas TJately, John
Masterson, George Maibach, Francis Connors, John Canney, Daniel
McCue.
A near capacity audience was
present at the premiere and the
drama will be presented again this
evening at the Majestic. Lest I diminish the interest of this evening's
patrons who are not yet acquainted with the enthralling plot behind
Paul de Kruif's "Microbe Hunters",
from which the play is adapted, I
will abstain from re-telling it.
By Paul R. Sullivan, '38
Unnoticed, unsung heroes have
been toiling in the shadow of the

brilliance and success of the current stage hit, "Yellow Jack" being produced by the Boston College
Dramatic Society at the Majestic
Theatre in Boston. While members
of the cast have been boosted by
much publicity, and have taken
their place in the limelight, not a
word of recognition has been accorded the hardworking and capable stage crew for the play.
And in this particular production, staging is all-important for
the very backbone of the whole
play consists in an intricate and
effective lighting system. To have
the "spots" on and off at precisely
the right moment is essential and
can make or break the play.
Edward J. Ferrarone '39 is head
of the stage crew. He is assisted
by Joseph F. Tuscher '39 and Walter E. McDonough '38.
Ed Ferrarone worked last year
with Peter Aulukonis *36 for the
Playshop, rebuilding scenes, gathering props and taking care of

.
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Trackmen Prepare For Indoors

Thru the

Eagle's Eye

Eagle Sextet
ROONEY
Shapes Up As
may your charges enjoy
Strong Group
ever to invade

By PAUL

Tony
CONGRATULATIONS
glorious
the most
you continue the march
.

.

season

.

University
of Boston College

may
Heights
football in the same magnificent fashion that this year's
may you be a great football player and
eleven ended it
a task difficult in any league but espea great captain
cially so in the Dobie system.
Next year the Eagles will once again tackle a most
ambitious schedule which is now complete with the exception of one game. Intersectional clashes will be featured
throughout the season and the Maroon and Gold gridsters
will have plenty of opportunity to gain the national recognition that they have every reason to expect.
According to present plans Northeastern will once
again open the season. This fall the Huskies proved to be
stiff opposition worthy of any adversary on an opening date.
Featuring a flashy, wide open attack the intowners should
give the Eagles a real workout in preparation for what is
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

Return Of Ten Veterans
Will Aid Chances
Of Pucksters
KELLY OPTIMISTIC
Maroon And Gold Outfit Will
Have Three Experienced
Sets Of Forwards

The outlook for the Maroon and
Gold pucksters is quite promising.
Around a nucleus of ten veterans
Coach Kelly hopes to build the
strongest hockey team in recent
to come.
This fall a lamentable circumstance befell the Heights- years. There is a likely group of
men in their second contest when they suffered their only last year's freshmen which will aid
a
defeat of the season at the hands of mighty Temple
the Eagle mentor in this endeavor.
Next
fall
inexperience.
result
of
the
direct
defeat that was
The list of veretans headed by
th Eagles will once again have their hands full in their Capt. Jack Burgess and includes
second contest. Kansas State will come to Boston to play
Murphy, Tom McDermott,
its opening game?(and in this respect Dobie's lads will hold Peter
Tom
Joe Walsh, John
Sharkey,
but the Mid-westerners will come to town Janusas, John Conlon,
the advantage)
Joe Hardithey will arrive here unas a strictly unknown quantity
gan, Bud Davis, and Ed. Toomey.
scouted because they had closed their season this fall before
Capt. Burgess has been outthey agreed to lock horns with the Eagles and because we standing in local hockey circles for
they will not, however, many years. He played four years
are their first opponent next year
Murray
Frank
the Marquette at Rindge Tech and Captained the
arrive unheralded because
mentor spoke very, very highly of them to Harry Downes team in his last year. He holds
last fall. They were also fortunate enough to be able to send the record of having scored 4 goals
on their head coach to scout our squad against the Cross. in one game in the interscholastic
league. Jack was an outstanding
One of the standout clashes of the East will take place member of
the Lawrence Academy
on Columbus Day when Pop Warner once again visits Bean- team and also played for the Unitown with his ever powerful Temple outfit. The two sages, versity City Club. When Jack went
Dobie and Warner, will be out for blood and the footing will out for varsity hockey at B. C. he
this should be the clinched a defense position at the
be much evener than it was this year
Eagles
will be called upon to face start. He is now one of the outtoughest hurdle that the
all fall.
standing defense men in college
It seems that the next foe of the '37 Dobie edition will hockey.
His defense partner Joe Walsh
be none other than the same North Carolina State club that likewise had a brilliant schoolboy
threw such a terrific scare into the Maroon and Gold last career and was a star at B. C. High
month. The Wolves should be even stronger next year and for three years. He captained the
if their showing this fall was any criterion they should give championship Kents Hill team of
the Eagles a very interesting afternoon.
a few years ago. Joe likewise won
a starting defense position in his
speculation
here
and
is
rife
as
open
An
date intervenes
year.
to who will fill it. Nothing definite has been established as sophomore
Capable substitutes for Burgess
yet but all attempts are being made to bring in another lead- and Walsh are
Powers from
if this game is stiff as all the others on Cambridge Latin Joe
ing attraction
and Gerry O'Calthe program the Eagles will certainly have one of the most laghan from Boston Latin.
difficult schedules that a Maroon and Gold outfit ever had
Outstanding among the forwards
to face.
is Pete Murphy. Little Pete capThe following week will see the Dobie coached outfit in tained the hockey and baseball
at Brighton High and was
Baltimore to do battle with Western Maryland. Boston will teams
one of the best schoolboy hockey
long remember the last time that B. C. visited the Terrors
players ever developed in Boston.
on their own battle ground and returned on the wrong end Pete also won a starting position
of a stunning 40-0 decision. Interest will be high in this in sophomore. Tom McDermott
game for Boston fandom will be anxious to see how a Dobie clever center ice man has been a
coached club acts when under pressure away from home.
varsity member for three years.
Tom
Eagles
The
will then return to face another newcomer in is one of the best play makers
local hockey circles.
to the schedule in the person of Kentucky
the Vols have
Tom Sharky returns to the team
figured prominately in the South for the past few seasons
this year after a year's absence.
and should bring a lot of color to the Hub in this contest. He
was outstanding as a sophoB. U. will follow up this game and their battle should be little more
but was out of school last
short of terrific
for Boston College will never forget the year because of an auto accident.
unkind fate suffered at the hands of the Terriers just a few Tom should fit very well in the
weeks ago
nor will the Pat Hanley's club ever forget the first line with Murphy and Mcundying fame they earned by holding off the Eagles for four Dermott.
hectic periods while Boston went wild
John Conlon has also been a
we have an idea
that eleven very silent men will wear the Maroon and Gold member of the varsity squad for
out onto the field at the start of this contest
silent and three years. He has one of the
hardest shots on the team. John
determined.
played at B. C. High before comThe windup will be the usual grand finale with our Wor- ing to the Heights.
certer brethren. Little need be said about this contest beJohn Janusas varsity footballer
cause Holy Cross will be willing to go to any extremes to is the most improved player on the
upset the Maroon and Gold next year after their stunning squad. At present he is a very
defeat this autumn. We might go so far as to venture that fast skater and a good stick hand"Doc" Anderson himself would be willing to throw a right ler. Last years third line comprising of Davis, Hartigan and
arm into that cause.
Toomey has returned in a body.
Davis a varsity baseballer is a
former Boston Latin star.
HartiFOR YOUR COLLEGE AND PRIVATE FUNCTIONS
is
a
member
of
that
famous
gan
Jewel, Sun, Modernistic, Flemish Rooms and the Casino
Brookline hockey family. Toomey
IN THE
is a former Cambridge Latinite.
HOTEL BRUNSWICK
Promising among the freshman
MRS. JOHN M. BRENNAN, FUNCTION MANAGER
stars is Lefty Flynn former Boston
English and Lawrence Academy
Charter and Former Board Member, Philomatheia Club
star who is at present playing on
the second line.
The goal position left wide open
by Tim Ready's departure is being
FLOWER SHOP
fought for by 3 clever net minders.
2000 Beacon St., at Cleveland Circle
Ray Coyne of Arlington, Marty
WE SPECIALIZE IN
Roscio of Cambridge and Paul
Moore brother of last year's CapGARDENIAS
ORCHIDS
ROSES
tain.
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Mahoney '37 Manager
William F. Mahoney of South
Boston was elected manager of
varsity football for the 1937
season at a meeting' of the lettermen last Monday.
Billy is an outstanding member of the Junior Class, a member of the Gold Key Society, a
contributor to the Heights, and
has been associated with Boston College football for the past
three years in the capacity of
assistant manager.

Ryder Thinks
Team Best In
Recent Years
May Provide Trouble In
New York When At
I.C. 4A. Meet

ZAITZ RETURNS
Zeimetz, Kelly, McFarland,
and Gill Should Star Often

This Winter

Cinder
Dust
By George McCormack
Already the middle distance men
have settled down to hard daily
training in an effort to procure a
position on the two mile relay
team, which down through the
years has been the ace attraction
of the Maroon and Gold track
forces. The potential '37 outfit
promises to be one of the best
quartets to represent Boston in
the past decade. Captain Don McKee, Eustace Scannell, Ben Hines,
Art Cox, John Cronin, Bob Roche,
John Powers, and Bill Ford are all
arduously preparing to bid for a
berth on the club.

Don McKee, the smooth-striding
Everett veteran, competed creditably on both the mile and two
mile relays last winter but will
most probably not choose to double
up this season. Don forecasted his
remarkable aptitude for the "880"
when anchor man on the Everett
High two mile team that captured
the national scholastic title by virtue of his 1:59.8 half. He continued his sensational racing throughout prep school and college days,
and now; at the eve of his last season of collegiate competition, bids
fair to have the banner year of his
career.
*

*

*

*

Scannell, a junior pre-med man,
has consistenly improved since ma-

triculating at the Heights under
the tutelage of Coach Ryder. Eustace, a long limbed, easy striding
lad, first won his spurs by placing
second to Harvard's great miler,
Northrup, in a stirring stretch duel
in the Freshmen Greater Boston
Intercollegiate 1500 meter run of
1935. Should "Euk" continue to
maintain his present condition, it
is quite likely that he'll be the
"dark horse" of the club.
*

*

#

*

Bob Roche, whose keynote is
versatility, ran very well in the
autumnal pre-season workouts and
can give the best of the middle distance men a battle over the "half."
John Powers raced the half mile
leg at the Intercollegiate while
Bill Ford is a former quarter miler
who placed second to Art Allen
last spring at the Harvard G.8.1.'5.
*

*

*

*

Art Cox is running well in practice
and, on the basis of past performances, will be hard to displace from
the team.

Varsity Club
There will be a meeting of
the newly organized Boston College Varsity Club in the Senior
Assembly Hall on December 16
at 8 o'clock. Complete arrangements will be made for the first
annual "B" dinner, at which
time the 1936 lettermen will be
feted with sweaters and trinkets
and will be welcomed into the
organization.
The directory board met during the past week to discuss elementary plans. Five hundred
former Eagle athletes are expected to attend.

While any talk of the Boston
College track team's possibility of
winning the indoor intercollegiate
championship is a bit premature,
a twinkle comes into Jack Ryder's
eye whenever he discusses the
prospects for the coming year. It
is enough to say here that it would
not do for major teams to take the
Eagles lightly in the coming campaigns.

The spiked shoe forces of the
and Gold will be augmented to a great extent by the
return to eligibility of Dimitri
Zaitz, member extraordinary of
Uncle Sam's Olympic team. Thrice
conqueror of mighty Jack Torrance, Dimi will return to the
boards where he attained a greater
part of his success. The hand which
he injured across the water has
nearly healed so that the big fellow is taking weekly workouts. By
the time February rolls around he
expects to be in top shape.
A veteran competitor who will
return to the track wars is Richard
Murray Gill of East Boston. With
the wonderful foundation of sprint
work which Coach Ryder has
given him all fall, Red should be
able to gain more laurels to hang
on that auburn thatch of his. Of
course he will meet plenty of competition in Eddie O'Brien of Syracuse, Hofstetter of Dartmouth and
possibly Woodruff of Pitt, who set
the track worlds on fire last season
with his slashing Olympic victory.
Gill should be able to give a good
account of himself in any sort of
competition with a year of experience under his belt.
We can't forget Joe Kelley and
Frankie Zeimetz in glancing over
the track situation. These two
sprinters are equal to any pair that
the college has ever had, and, indeed, as good as any other pair
in the East. While Frankie has
been getting the lion's share of the
publicity, it must be remembered
that he has not proved himself in
varsity competition whereas "Utica
Joe" won his reputation by placing
in the IC4A meet in Philly last
spring.
Other individuals who can hold
their own with all comers are
Johnny Cronin, who ran so fine an
anchor leg on the Freshman medley relay team which copped first
place in the Intercollegiates last
winter, Ray Underwood, another
sophomore distance man who has a
good chance of scoring in the 3000
meter affair in March if he can
shake off a sickness jinx that has
been dogging him all fall, and Tom
McFarland, junior hurdler, who
intends to go to town over the tall
timbers.
Even though it doesn't pay to be
too optomistic, it can be safely
said that the current crop of spiked
shoe artists is the best group of
individual performers that has
been assembled at the Heights in
recent years. As for the Intercolthat story
legiate championship
will be told in the Madison Square
Garden on the night of March 13.
The indoor schedule is as follows:
Jan. 30 ?Prout Games in Boston.
Feb. 6?Millrose Games in N. Y.
Feb. 13?8.A.A. Games in Boston
Feb. 27?A.A.U. Meet in N. Y.
Mar. 13? IC4A Games in N. Y.
Maroon
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Italian Academy
Holds Supper

Classes Greet

Father Lord,
Sodality Head
Distinguished

Lecturer

And Author To Give A
Series Of Talks In St.
Clement's Auditorium

The Senior-Junior Sodality joined
with the Sophomore and Freshman
sodalists in a reception to the
Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S.J. of St.
Louis, national director of the sodality, this morning, in the Library
Auditorium. Classes were suspended during the second hour to
enable the entire student body to
attend.
Father Lord, distinguished Jesuit
lecturer and author, arrived in Boston yesterday to conduct a series
of lectures on sodality work which
opens Saturday night in St. Clement's Auditorium, Ipswich and
Boylston streets, under the auspices of Cardinal O'Connell.
The Rev. Joseph R. N. Maxwell,
S.J., dean of the college, presided
at the reception and introduced
Father Lord, who delivered an inspiring address. Rev. Michael J.
Harding, S.J., dean of the Junior
College and Extension School and
former moderator of the Sodality,
was a guest.
Father Lord, editor of the
"Queen's Work," national sodality
publication, is known to every
Catholic college student as the
author of several books and
phamphlets on Catholic doctrine.
He was chairman of the sixth annual Student's Spiritual Leadership
Convention held in St. Louis last
summer to which Boston College
sent a delegation.
Officers of the Senior-Junior Sodality and members of the newly
elected Advisory Board comprised
the student reception committee.
They are Frederick J. Adelmann,
'37, prefect; John F. Donelan, '37,
vice-prefcet; John E. Keary, 37,
first assistant; David M. Burke,
'37, secretary; and Harold J. Carr,
'37, Paul J. Coughlin, '37, Paul R.
OWN A NEW 1937

CORONA PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER
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Boston

McINERNEY NAMED
ECONOMICS CHAIRMAN
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Where collegians all meet
to eat
Good sandwiches, Hearty beer
Promotes good cheer.
A good place

ZALLEN'S

university

DELICATESSEN
and
LUNCHEONETTE

P

Modern Dancing

Penonal Direction Miss Shirley Hayes

Tel. Circle 9068
Newest Ballroom Steps, Fox.Trot, Waltz, "400,"
Rhumba, The Colliege," etc. Beginners guaranteed to learn here. Hours IO A. M. to 12 P. M.
Social and Class Dancing Nightly With Orchestra
Miss Harriet Carroll's 35 Young Lady Instructors
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STREET

Watch For A

New ZALLEN'S
at
1006 BEACON STREET

DRESS CLOTHES

Tuxedos, Dress Suits, Cutaways

Mir
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Beer on Draught

1924

I

El

330 Mass. Ave., at Hunt.
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Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three and
one quarter years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are
intelligency, character and at least two
years of college work, including the
subjects specified for Grade A medical
schools. Catalogues and application
forms may be obtained from the Dean.

15 Private Lessons $5
UPTOWN SCHOOL
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72 Summer St., Boston
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turn yourself loose in the Store for Men.
thousand
and one things will suggest themA
sure-fire
gifts for your whole range of
selves
friends and acquaintances in a wide range of
prices.

Just

Marsh Company is full of
books, pictures, all kinds of knick-knacks that
can't go wrong. And if you're timid about the
personal things, just put yourself in the
hands of our Gift Consultant Service (6th Floor,
Store for Men) for expert assistance.
Fear
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Everywhere
style conscious college
men are about to step out into the season's
most intensive period of "after six" activDinners
Dances
Parties. If
ities
you are Howard dressed you're at your
best! Faultlessly fashioned Full Dress and
Tuxedos in conventional black or the new
hue, midnight blue .., lapels in lustrous
satin or rich grosgrain.
Tuxedos in single and e|
double breasted models
LjD|^&
...at our one low price.
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For Christmas
FATHER MAXWELL'S NEW BOOK

$1.50
Father Maxwell will be pleased to autograph copies purchased.
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Cleveland Circle Pharmacy
1952 Beacon Street
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Smartly

«w

On Sale in the College Bookstore

of Grand Central

..

975

"Completed Fragments"

304 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 4-3900

Tel. LIB. 8902
JOHN D. DIGGIN & CO.
RESTAURANT
Choice Ales, Liquors and Wines
20 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.
"A Good Place To Eat"

DURHAM, N. C.

Boston's Foremost Reliable Dancing School
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Duke

Special Attention, B.C. Students!

?

3ft

Dailyrates: Single rooms,from $2;
double, from $3. Special rates by
the week. 600 rooms?each one
an outside room with private bath.
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Christmas worriers
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When you visit New York be
assured of comfort and convenience. Hotel Tudor is in Tudor
City, New York's smart residential community. At the Hotel
Tudor there is a delightfulcocktail lounge. And in Tudor City
there are three restaurants to
choose from. Theatres, shops
and the goings-on about town
are just a few blocks away.

blocks
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JORDAN MARSH COMPANY
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have worked.
Myer Tobey '37 was in charge
of costumes and James Dineen '37
assisted by Gerard Jones '38 on
the business end of the play, have
done an exceptionally fine job.

everything in the staging line. Before that he was connected with
the Dramatic Society of the Boston
Latin School, where for two years
he acted in plays and also learned
a few things about lighting and
scenery.
His two assistants, Joe Tuscher
and Walter MacDonough, come
from Boston College High. They
have proved their mettle in the
present dramatic production. They
have cooperated very closely with
the stage manager, Ed Ferrarone,
and have worked hard and long to
make the play a success. For the
past two weeks especially, their
work has been fatiguing and full
of sacrifices. Time has been for-

THE STORE WITH A WORLD OF GIFTS

WO

Stop at the
from $2

(Continued from Page 2)
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Atom en t

"Yellow Jack"

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
No one at Cleveland College can
smoke in the elevator; nor can he
take joy rides up and down. He
must be going to some floor.
*

Lally, '37, James V. Mullaney, '37,
Robert R. Russell, '37, Stephen J.
Witham, '37, James E. Davis, '37,
Charles A. Donelan, '38, Laurence
S. Mullin, '38, John J. Murphy, '38,
Richard H. Stanton, '38, Francis
E. Sullivan, '38.
Rev. Francis J. Coyne, S.J., moderator of the Senior-Junior Sodality, will be host to Father Lord in
his visit at the college.

I

Out of approximately 50 aspirants, six students qualified
for the annual Harrigan Prize
Oratorical contest in the trials
held, Monday afternoon, in the
Senior Assembly Hall.
Those who earned the right
to compete in the finals are
John F. Donelan, '37, Fulton
president, Francis E. Sullivan,
'38, James T. Dunn, '37, Joseph
W. Bigoness, '39 and Francis
W. Ryan, '37.
The contest will be held in
January but no definite date
has yet been decided upon. The
Harrigan Medal is one of the
major awards of the academic
year. With the medal goes a
prize of $50, the gift of Rev.
John H. Harrigan, '89, pastor
of St. Ambrose Church, Dorchester.

"Slippery slim slimy sapplings"
and rubber buggy bumpers" are
some of the tongue-tanglers that
were given to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute students who
were trying to win a position on
the announcing staff of a local
radio station.

James E. Mclnerney, '37, was
appointed temporary chairman of
the Economics Academy at its
first meeting of the year, Monday.
The election of officers has been
postponed until after the Christmas holidays.
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Pay A Little A Week

57 Franklin St.

The Italian Academy was host
to members and their guests at an
informal supper on Monday night.
Amid the collegiate atmosphere of
the college cafeteria an Italian
supper was served to 120 diners.
Preceeding the meal moving pictures of Italy and Spain and also
some taken here at the college
were shown in the Physics lecture
hall.
Herbert J. Coye, '39, toast-master, introduced the speakers who
spoke briefly on the Italian influence in modern day culture. Rev.
Joseph R. N. Maxwell, S.J., Dean
of the College, congratulated the
Academy on the success of the
affair and also for the splendid
work that they have been doing.
Among the others who spoke were,
Rev. D. F. X. O'Connor, S.J., Rev.
Anthony Eiardi, S.J, Rev. Neil H.
Donahue, S.J. and Antonio L. Mezbacappa, Ph.D., moderator of the

Six Students Qualify
In Oratorical Trials

gotten by them. From nine in the
morning on rehearsal days until
live, six, seven, or eight o'clock' at
night with but short time out, they
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45 Tremont St.
near Scollay Square

